Your company is well insured.
But is it all plain sailing
in your private life?

As a business manager, CEO or CFO, you expect complete discretion,
legal advice and solutions tailored to your personal situation.
Only Vanbreda Risk & Benefits offers this VIP approach.

Why choose Vanbreda Risk & Benefits for your private insurance?
1. Absolute discretion guaranteed
Your private account is handled by a separate department. This means you can be assured of
complete discretion and your personal policies are kept separate from your business policies.
Nevertheless, our specialists will also utilise the value of your business portfolio to secure better
conditions for your private account from insurers.

2. Personalised approach
As a VIP you will have dedicated contacts just as you do for your company account.

3. Legal advice hotline
•
•
•
•

You have bought a valuable painting by a renowned artist. Subsequently it turns out to be
a counterfeit. What should you do?
Your new exclusive lounge suite is already showing discolouration after just three months.
The manufacturer claims that the fault lies with you, but you want a replacement. Is this
possible and what steps can you take?
Your tax assessment does not take into account certain deductible expenses and your
letter of objection falls on deaf ears. Do you have any further options to dispute this?
You are being prosecuted for a speeding offence. How much is this going to cost you?

For these and other legal questions related to your private life, you can use our
free VIP advice hotline.

4. Specific VIP-conditions
A standard insurance package and approach will not meet the needs of your personal account.
Choose customised solutions and insurance cover:

More information?

•

Contact us at 03 217 56 41 or via
vip@vanbreda.be.

•
•

Liability protection: you can extend your standard cover in the family policy with ‘entrusted
property’ cover. If, for example, you would unintentionally damage the lawnmower you
had borrowed from your neighbour, this would not be covered in a standard policy. With
this extension, however, you would be insured.
Vehicle cover: as well as providing extended cover for your vehicles, we conclude service
level agreements with specialised niche insurers for exclusive models and classic cars.
Asset protection: you can choose a very flexible insurance solution for every specific need
(such as estimation of the insured value of your property or properties, convenient cover
for foreign risks with Belgian insurers, personalised claims management, insurance for art
and personal collections, an extensive wine collection or rare jewellery, etc.).

5. Benefits for your resident children
You can take out our ‘young driver’ car insurance with special conditions for your resident
children.
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